

Oopsy! Something went wrong!


Type:  expression 

Messages:
invalid variable declaration [
























Eclipse Navigator View - Folders dissapear??Anybody??
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Luis Majano



 Aug 09, 2007 00:00:00 UTC





I have been running through a very tedious problem, where all of a sudden when I refresh my navigator view on projects that are on network drives, they dissapear. I hit refresh, they appear and dissapear again. This behavior is constant and on several machines. Has anybody been affected by this?? I also turned auto refresh off and still same behavior. Sometimes I have to be restarting eclipse in order to get good behavior.If anybody has gone through this and knows of a fix or a setting to help out, please comment.
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What OS and version of Eclipse/CFEclipse are you using? What version of Java?
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OS: Windows XP
Eclipse: 3.3
CFEclipse 1.3.1.5

Same deal on Eclipse 3.2
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What version of Java - if you haven't upgraded I'd try 1.5 or higher...

Have you searched through the CFEclipse bug list to see if anything similar has been submitted?
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My jre is 1.6_01

I haven't found anything.
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seen this happen once when i hit the same dir w/another version of eclipse (3.3 where i normally use 3.2), closing & re-opening the project & doing a refresh fixed it. i guess you tried that already?

any chance it's really the network connections?
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Does it work OK if you setup a project on a local drive?
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I have my drive setup as a mapped drive and have no problems accessing the files. I am using Eclipse 3.1/XP/JRE 1.6.
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Working locally is no problem. The only problems I face are on Network Drives. I had the same problem on 3.2 and thought 3.3 would solve it.
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Does this look similar?

http://trac.cfeclipse.org/cfeclipse/ticket/328
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Faced this problem in the past, on pressing the refresh button nothing appears
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* The full robust errors can be seen by switching the coldbox.customErrorTemplate in your configuration file (/config/ColdBox.cfc) to
"/coldbox/system/exceptions/BugReport.cfm" or "/coldbox/system/exceptions/Whoops.cfm" and reloading the application.



